


Cheoy Lee 148’
ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING

VESSELS MAKING HER DEBUT AT THIS

YEAR’S MONACO YACHT SHOW,

FOLLOWED BY FORT LAUDERDALE, IS

THE RON HOLLAND-DESIGNED 148’

TRANSOCEAN EXPLORER MARCO POLO.

Marco Polo Series
Story Bruce Maxwell Photos Neil Rabinowitz
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RON HOLLAND’S SINGLE-SCREW EXPLORER



RON HOLLAND, DESIGNER OF THE

LARGEST SLOOP IN THE WORLD, PUT

HIS TALENTS INTO THIS LONG-

RANGE MOTORYACHT



YACHTS INTERNATIONAL

olland is best-known for his super sail-

boats built at Royal Huisman, Perini Navi

and Alloy Yachts in his native New

Zealand, as well as for the remarkable 247’ super

sloop Mirabella V, which has been added to the

charter fleet of former Avis CEO Joe Vittoria. “Her

mast is so tall it won’t fit under any bridge in the

world,” Holland laughs.

So when another sailboat owner and client,

Roland Sturm, lately of the 120’ Abeking & Ras-

mussen Globana, asked Holland to help him put

together a transocean motoryacht project, the Ire-

land-based designer looked at the whole idea from

a completely fresh perspective.

Sturm’s company, MCC Maritime Concept and

Construction (Hong Kong) Ltd., Holland and project

manager Albrecht Buchner have now come up with

a 148’ explorer style vessel that sea trials show has

an impressive 6000-nm range at 10.5 knots. Fuel

consumption is a mere 83 gallons per hour at the

14.5-knot maximum speed. Marco Polo accommo-

dates up to ten guests and nine crew members,

and MCC’s plan is to offer a series of such vessels,

superbly finished, at initially less than $20 million.

How is this possible? The steel hull and compos-

ite topsides were built at Cheoy Lee, whose yard in

formerly British-run Hong Kong has relocated—to

make way for Hong Kong Disneyland—to a site

near Macau. Hundreds of Americans and Euro-

peans have bought large Cheoy Lees since the

mid-1900s. The yard’s first superyacht, the 130’

Shango, was delivered in 1977, followed by some

Hargrave 100’+ vessels and lately five Frank Mulder

designs, including the two Singapore-based

SeaShaws, the most recent a 170’ yacht with interi-

ors by Dee Robinson.

Marco Polo is meant to be an evolving example of

the European-quality yachts now building in China,

and she lives up to her billing, with an East meets

West interior décor designed by KCA International

of London, project managed by Chiara Tombolini of

Ron Holland Design. The vessel is classed to

Lloyds and MCA Unrestricted.

But the most striking aspect, initially at least, is

that savings and efficiencies are achieved because

H
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Marco Polo is meant to be an 
evolving example of the Euro-quality 

yachts now building in China

THE INTERIOR STYLE IS BY

KHUAN CHEW AND MARTIN

FARROW OF KCA INTERNATIONAL



THE OWNER’S QUARTERS RIVAL

THOSE ON 180’ MOTORYACHTS
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Marco Polo has a single screw. She is fitted with

one Caterpillar 1400 kW engine and controllable

pitch propeller. This was the principal talking point

when we gathered at the Royal Hong Kong Yacht

Club (RHKYC) for the Marco Polo Series’ world pre-

miere. Sturm had invited a spectrum of luminaries

who are interested in the project, and Holland was

in his element too, addressing an audience of local

Chinese multi-millionaires and sometime clients,

including Frank Pong and Karl Kwok. “Look out

there,” he said, waving expansively at the busy har-

bor from the RHKYC’s balcony. “Commercial ships

only have one engine. Why do superyachts need

two?” He had a point. 

Further along Hong Kong Island, Paul Allen’s

Lurssen 415’ Octopus was also in sight, so here

indeed was the latest long-range albeit higher-bud-

get European explorer design for an American

owner, posed almost head-to-head with Holland’s

transocean thinking and the ecology-minded Sturm.

“A lot of attention has been given to the efficiency

of the propeller,” Holland told the affluent gathering

“and both single and twin screw arrangements have

been optimized for this design. Marco Polo, to

begin the series, has a single propeller concept, fol-

lowing the evolution of the world’s most efficient

commercial ships.

“This has been fine-tuned and verified by scale

model tank test studies. We have taken full advan-

tage of the reliability of modern marine engines and

drive systems, but as a further safety backup,

Marco Polo has a Schottel bow thruster powered

by its own remote engine, and this allows a ‘get

home’ capability at six knots. It could be argued

that a separate engine and powerful bow thruster

are in themselves a unique safety setup. Fire or

flooding of the engine room will render most moto-

ryachts inoperable. Marco Polo’s propeller is also

well-protected by twin rudders.”

“This vessel is intended to live up to her name,”

Holland and naval architect Kasia Milewska told us

of the high bulbous bow ship. “Exploring the far

reaches of the globe, from Antarctica to Alaska and

beyond, is the reasoning behind the concept. Our

approach combines the reliability and savings of

commercial shipbuilding with the fascination and

freedom of yachting.”

Holland went on to explain his approach. “My

goal was to marry my personal experience of sailing

thousands of ocean miles with proven commercial

naval architecture. This would place operational

efficiency and sea-keeping ability—in the most

extreme geographic regions—at a higher priority

than achieving the maximum accommodation,

when so often accommodation volume seems to be

the primary influence in many existing motoryachts.

Aesthetic principles had an important influence on

our new design too. The Marco Polo Series thus

features fine forward water lines, fairing into a low

volume bulbous bow that draws on recent experi-

ence of the latest military vessels. This approach

maximizes the ability of the hull to penetrate rough

water conditions with reduced resistance and

pitching moments, yet retains the advantages of

increased range that the bulbous bow will produce.

Soft mid-sections and clean aft exit lines work

together to ease the hull through sea conditions, no

matter how extreme.”

Sturm, a former hotel and property developer with

bases in London, Monaco and now in Hong Kong,

told Yachts International he was excited that his first

vessel had arrived, after a planning period that

began in late 2004, and he felt that fellow super sail-

boat owners, as well as existing motoryacht afi-

cionados interested in the advantages that explorer
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THE LOWER DECK INCLUDES

GUEST STATEROOMS

AND A GYMNASIUM
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and transocean styles bring, would be keen to

inspect her when she reached the Med under Cap-

tain Marc Rebuffe.

Marco Polo’s interior design and styling by the

famous Khuan Chew and Martin Farrow of KCA

International in London, working with Ron Holland’s

accomplished Chiara Tombolini, features striking

hand-picked Makassar ebony with contrasting wal-

nut and limed oak plus polished metal accents, pro-

ducing an interesting floating effect. Many bath-

rooms have limestone walls and contrasting Nero

Portero marble, which five-star Mandarin Oriental

hotel guests will instantly recognize.

The vessel comprises a sky deck, owner’s deck,

main deck and lower deck, and Sturm’s personal

approach is evident throughout. The sky deck, for

example, does not have a centerpiece Jacuzzi.

Instead it uses this al fresco area for wining and din-

ing, sunbathing and comfortable seating to enjoy

the view. It is more like a casual observation deck.

Looking down onto the large foredeck hold, a 23’

tender is situated to port, and a 17’ tender-cum-

rescue boat is to starboard, under deck hatches. A

container or vehicle can be shipped, and there is

further potential for Jet Skis, light aircraft, sailing

dinghies and fishing and diving equipment here or

in the lazarette.

The owner’s quarters are comparable with or bet-

ter than many we have seen on 180’ motoryachts,

taking up an entire deck, except for the dark green

leather pilothouse forward. Again Sturm comes up

with some interesting touches, such as electrically

opening side windows in the owner’s stateroom if

fresh air is preferred to air conditioning. The state-

room leads back to an owner’s studio where he can

live and work in privacy. The partly covered aft deck

has an owner’s dining table, but is otherwise unclut-

tered by deck craft and miscellaneous gear. A fabric

awning extends the cover if needed.

The main deck layout is more conventional except

that the principal lounge and dining areas are not to

be plagued by people watching TV, movies or play-

ing video games. A separate big-screen cabin is

provided for such activities, forward of the galley,

while to starboard the captain’s cabin is in a simply

lovely location, under the pilothouse. The aft deck

has more casual seating with coffee tables that can

easily convert into a covered or uncovered dining

experience.

Finally the lower deck has a VIP stateroom, two

guest staterooms, and a fourth used aboard Marco

Polo as a gymnasium, although the plumbing and

wiring allows it to quickly revert to fourth stateroom

status should that be required. Other crew quarters

are forward on this deck. Taken altogether, the

experienced sea-going Sturm has obviously

worked closely with his project manager Albrecht

Buchner, coordinator Olivia Roccaserra, various

designers from KCA International and Ron Holland

Design, and with the captain to produce a very

thoughtful layout that looks eminently practical

while at the same time appearing sleek and sophis-

ticated.

A SEPARATE BIG-SCREEN MOVIE

ROOM IS LOCATED ON THE MAIN

DECK FORWARD OF THE GALLEY
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Naval Architect: Ron Holland • Interior Design: KCA International-Ron Holland • Project Management: MCC  Albrecht Buchner

LOA: 148’5” • Beam: 30’2” • Draught: 9’6” • GRT: 485 tons • Hull: Steel • Superstructure: Composite • Maximum Speed: 14.5 knots

Main Engine: Caterpillar 3512B with controlable pitch propeller • Bow Thruster: Schottel pumpjet with independent Cat C7 • Stern Thruster: HPS

Cabins-Berths: 4 or 5 double cabins plus 9 crew • Classifications: Lloyds and MCA Unrestricted

For more information see www.mcc-marcopolo.com

Chiara Tombolini of RHD gave Yachts Internation-

al a tour of the interior features while the vessel was

at the RHKYC, and although the Marco Polo Series

brochure describes the effect as “East meets

West,” we would describe it more as a Western

interior with discreet elements of Eastern promise.

Nothing is overstated. Everything is nicely blended.

Cheoy Lee and a locally-based company called

Decca provided most of the furniture, and it has

been exquisitely finished in grained Makassar

ebony on the main and owner’s decks, and in

lighter limed oak in the guest staterooms, offset by

walnut floors and custom-made Tai Ping carpets.

Ceilings are all Majilite, apart from places like the

owner’s stateroom where a Swarovski rendition of

the sky with star light inlays is featured overhead.

“The Makassar ebony used in the owner’s state-

room is contrasted with textured wall coverings

and wardrobe doors to create a softer, more tactile

environment than on the main deck. The circular

patterns on the carpet have been inspired by the

carefully manicured grounds of the minimalist

Ryoanji Zen gardens. Again the clever use of light-

ing and mirrors, with accent colors of gold and red,

makes this space a haven of opulence,” a KCA

designer says.

The owner’s bathroom has both a bath and walk-

in steam shower. Beautiful limestone walls contrast

with Portero Nero marble floors. A vanity unit is a

feature piece, comprising a glass top with floating

hand wash basins, elegant lacquered storage cabi-

nets below and a dramatically backlit mirror above.

Guest suites are lighter because of the limed oak,

and in styling are perhaps more Asian influenced

than elsewhere on the boat. Fabrics ordered mostly

by KCA in London have symmetrical designs “to cre-

ate a neutral base for guests to settle in,” and the

guest bathrooms use Forest Green marble, limed

oak and natural stone color walls to good effect.

THE BENEFITS OF THE

SINGLE-PROP

CONFIGURATION

INCLUDE AN

IMPRESSIVE 6000-NM

RANGE AT 10.5 KNOTS


